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IHTR0DU,TION ~
WOMEN, WORK t TRADE UNION;
As more and more .,.,omen are obliged to enter the formal workforce, the working
class throughout the world is undergoing drastic changes: _This "reco~position"
poses one of the most serious challenges ever to the principles of unity, solidarity and equality which are the basis for all worker actions. The question is
how will the unions and worker orqanizations--largely made up of men and led by
men--react to these new workers who are the wives, mothers and daughters that
they are accustomed to view as inferior in the home? And how can women respond
to the call for working class solidarity when the union leaders proposing the
strike are the husbands and fathers who often oppress them at home?
Capital, on the other hand, benefits. Women are diligent, reliable workers who
are desperate for jobs since the global economic crisis has drastically reduced
the buying power of one salary. Furthermore, women workers are usually cheap
and will remain cheap as long as sexual oppression is the norm, not only at home
and in society, but in the trade unions as well.
What this implies is that the struggle of women workers takes pl ace not only at
work, but in the union as well. Will the differences between men and women
always be the pretext for discrimination, or can we achieve and strengthen our
unity as workers by recognizing our differences? As a group of women workers in
Bombay, India puts it, "Once we discovered our sexual oppression we had the
strength to fight against our class oppression."
More than_ever it is ~rue that there
worke~s w1~hout equal}tY ~etw~en men
equality without solidarity in our
achieve solidarity in our unions
workplace and the home is set aside.

can be no real solidarity and unity between
and women, and we cannot achieve work place
unions. It is also true that we will not
until the arbitrary division between the
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There were 674 million women in the paid labour force in 1985 according to the International Labour Organization ( ILO). Of these, 216
million women workers live in developed countries, 458 million live in
developing countries.
In the developing countries, approximately two-thirds of all women
workers are in the agricultural sector. The industrial and service
sectors of the economy account for roughly equal shares of the rest of
the women's labour force in these countries.
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Since 1950, in ?e~eloped ~nd developing countries alike, the rate
of female part1c1pat1on in the labor force has outstripped the
rise in men workers by two to one.
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Over the past ten years, some 100 million more women came into
the la~or_force. Worldwide, one woman in two between the ages of
15-64 1s 1n the paid labor force.
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PAID L+.BOUR FORCE

we.
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WORK BECAUSE. W& Have TO'•

One-third of the world's women are single heads of household and therefore,
the sole breadwiners.
The international economic crisis has brouqht about increased numbers of
people living at or below the poverty levei making it necessary for both
partners in a marriage to work in order to feed and care for the family.

Worldwide, women work twice as many hours as do men.
ILO statistics reveal that women who work at home, work an average of 69
hours per week. Women with outside jobs spend an average of 55.09 hours a
week working at home plus an average of 44 hours a week working on the outside job. This adds up to a total of 99.9 hours a week spent working.
In Italy, 85% of mothers with children and full-time jobs outside the house
are married to men who do no domestic work at all. In Europe as a whole, a
working woman has on an av9rage, less than half the free time her husband
has.
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In the industrialized countries, unpaid housework contributes between 25
and 40 % to the gross national product (GNP).
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Worldwide, more women than
men are poor and the numbers
are growing. In the US, two
out of three adults living
below the poverty level in
1983 were women. One in every
two poor families is headed by
a woman.

Whether we are farmers or factory workers, teachers or
technicians, our experience in
the paid labour force is
significantly different than
that of men because of the
discrimination we encounter.
....
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For thousands of working women in developed and developing countries alike,
problems surrounding the care of children during working hours pose a daily
dilemma. The quality of care provided, where it is located, the hours the care
is available, and who pays for the care (the public or private sector), are all
issues to be considered in developing appropriate responses.
Examples of programmes now being pursued in different countries are:
COLOMBIA: The provision of creches, previously a direct responsiblity of
employers, was taken over by the Government in 1974 through the creation of preschool care centres. Employers have to contribute 2 per cent of their monthly
wage bill for the upkeep of these centres and for the programmes of the Family
Welfare Institute.
EGYPT: Employers are required by law to provide child-care facilities.
Three times during their working life working mothers are entitled to three
months' maternity leave and up to two years' unpaid leave for child care.
. JAPAN:
Legislati?n pr_ovides for maternity leave, temporary transfer to
lighter wo:k and _nursin~ time. Government loans are available to enterprises
for expanding their nursing, creche and other child welfare facilities.

l!Oi WOMEN
l MAT&RNITY B£Nf..FITS]

~Ht ISSUE. IS:

"Noi is a young woman working in a factory. She had given birth to a premature
baby on her seventh month of pregnancy. And if it wasn't for her employer's
strict rule, disapproving of a woman worker getting pregnant, she should have
given birth to a healthy child on its due date. But she had tightened up her
bulging stomach to conceal it from her boss's eyes. That had led to the premature birth of her baby. Now she feels guilty and confused and wonders why she
can't be a 900d mother and a good worker at the same time."
Noi is not a real life character. Her story was the subject of a skit performed
before a labour union meeting in Bangkok but, clearly, her story is not so different from real life experiences of the women who were in the audience. They
could not hold back their tears as they witnessed Noi's life unfold on stage.
Until recently, the economic sector in most countries has been less than responsive to providing the necessary infrastructure that will enable women to cope
with the demands and requirements brought on by childbearing and, at the same
time, remain in the paid labour force. Without strong societal support, backed
by legislation, childbearing for working women is a serious problem as they face
the possibility of job loss, loss of income or health problems to both themselves and their newborn child when they attempt to resume work earlier than
they should.
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"Last hired, first fired" remains a reality for working women the world over.
The assumption that men are the primary wage earners and that women's earnings
are supplemental (despite evidence to the contrary), puts women in a particularly vulnerable position in periods of economic recession and times of mass
unemployment when women are forced to compete with men for the same jobs. Other
factors also contribute to this problem. Because women are often employed in
low-skilled jobs, they are more likely than men to be replaced by machines as
technological innovations are introduced into the workplace.
Those women
employed in part-time or temporary jobs, either because of family demands or
because it is the only job they can get, are particularly vulnerable to job loss
as they are less 1ikely to be in a trade union and have fewer rights as
employees.
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WAGE. DISCRJl'-1/NATION

BETw£EN MEN AND
WOMEN FuR.THE.R DIVIDES
LABOUR. AND REINFORCES
iH-£ UNl:.QUAL ROLE. Ofe
WOMEN IN PATERNALIST IC... SOC.IE.TIES

<;bP
adapted from
Health Hazards in Electronics

Women work for much the same reason as m~n d?·. They need money. Nevertheless,
one of the most glaring examples of the d1scr1m1nation women experience is in the
paycheck. According to a recent !LO study, " ••• lower wages for women is a comparatively universal phenomenon ,n almost all countries, irrespective of the
level of economic development."

....

Despite other gains made during the UN Decade for Women, the available data
revea 1s that the gap between men's and women I s
h
. • •
cantly during the past decade. While the "wa e pay . as ~.ot n~rrow~d s1gn1f1countries (Sweden is the country with th 1 gt gap ,~sue varies widely among
.
%
,
e eas wage d1fferent1·a1 women's ear
nrngs are 90 of men s, while Japan shows the
. '
.
. women earning 43% of salaries men earn) ·t _greateS t w~ge ~1fferent1al, with
"feminization of poverty", a worldwide ph;no~en~~- a contributing factor to the
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Sexual harassment is " .•. any unwanted verbal or physical advance, sexually
explicit derogatory statements, or sexually discriminatory remarks in the
workplace that are offensive or objectionable to the recipient, or which cause
her discomfort or humiliation that interferes with job performance •••• It is,
above all an ex ression of ower b men over women in the work lace." (From:
acts on exual Harassment," Women's Media Campaign
Of all the discriminatory practices women experience in the workplace, the
problem of sexual harassment is the least represented on the public agenda, and
the one for which the development of public policy has been most difficult to
promote. As long as sexual harassment is viewed as an experience women should
expect as "part of the job" and as long as management continues to condone it,
women will suffer the economic, psychological and physical consequences. In a
study on the subject in the Philippines, researchers reported that rejection of
sexual advances can lead to a variety of penalties including: negative job evaluations, poor personal recommendations, demotion, relocation , or job termination. Among the recommendations for remedying this situation are:
"Employers ••• could discourage harassment by expressing strong disapproval of the
practice, imposing sanctions, creating effective grievance channels and
informing the employees of their right to complain and seek redress." The
researchers al so urged working women's groups "to develop awareness of the
issues among working women and to help victims seek redress." (From: "Sexual
Harassment:
Widespread But Ignored Job Hazard," by Eddee Rh. Castro in
Depthnews Women's Feature Service)
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Despite the increased numbers of women working for pay outside the home, the
majority of women are clustered in low-paying, low-skilled jobs with little or no
opportunity for training or advancement. In developed and developing countries
alike, the wor k profile for women in comparison to men is depressingly similar:
lower wages, lower status, longer hours, fewer or no fringe benefits and less
security. The study WOMEN ••. a world survey by Ruth Sivard reports, for example,
that in Sweden, " • • •out of 270 occupational categories in the census, more than
40% of women were in just five j obs:
secretary, nurse's aide, sales worker
cleaner and children's nurse." Sivard goes on to note that "labor market segregation and inequality reflect cultural patterns and stereotypes which are not
easily changed" and that "the evidence available indicates relatively little
change overall in the degree of occ upational segregation in recent years."
WOMEN .. a world survey, p 16

\ ATTITUDe.S J
The multitude of discriminatory practices women experience in the paid labour
force are sustained and maintained by a web of prejudicial attitudes that define
and confine women to a secondary role in society. These attitudes are reinforced
through the educational and training opportunities made available to women and
are major obstacles to action and legislation designed to remedy the economic
inequities women experience. For example:
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_ _A_w_o_m_a_n_'_s_p_l_a_c_e_is_i_n_th_e_h_o_me__...,.J
_ =._o_n_ly_h_i_r_e_a_w_o_m_a_n_wo_r_k_e_r_i_f_t_h_e_r_e
are no men available for the job__....

]_
[_ _w_o_m_en_h_a_v_e_n_i_·m_b_l_e_f_i_·n_g_e_r_s_____

= ..,_A_w_o_m_a_n_'
_s_o_n_t_h_e_a_s_s_e_m_b-ly__...
line or_s_p_l_a_c_e_i
at the typewriter
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Keep women out of managerial positions

Women are highly emotional and
cry when they're upset
Women are nurturing; they love
to take care of others

-

~ If a woman is hired, we can pay

' Women's salaries are supplementary; their husbands earn money
to support the family

'7
8
9

10

Women wanted for the following positions: secretary, nurse, waitress

her less

Women are undependable. They
frequently miss work because of
home and child responsibilities

-

"
Hire women as part-time or contract
workers. That way, we need not pay
benefits or provide job deveJopment

All women want to get married and
raise families

-

Don't waste time or money training
women for greater responsibilities

Women are not 'team' players; they
don't know how to negotiate or
.... operate by business rules

women in inside jobs. Do not put
- . ___Keepthem
in positions of importance where
they will represent the organization

Women know how to take orders; they~
are accustomed to this from their
husbands, brothers and fathers

-

There is no need to consult women about~
the work they do; just direct them,
tell them what to do

Outspoken, self-confident women
are troublemakers

-

Hire docile, subservient women without
much self-confidence

lO

U~THE ADDED SVRDDN OF
DOUBLE DJitJIMINf\TION
The situation of women who, for reasons of race or class bear the burden of double
discrimination, is particularly difficult. Having few employment options, they become
domestic workers or are segregated in other low-wage, unskilled sectors. Their
situation is worsened when, for political or economic reasons, they become primary
actors in the migration process.

OL! c.y

,.

In most countries, domestic workers are not considered part of the productive labour
force and are thus not protected by any form of labour legislation. Long hours, isolated working conditions and the lack of solidarity and support from organizations
presumed to be "natural allies", makes organizing among domestic workers particularly
difficult. Their plight illustrates the contradictions found within both the feminist
and the trade union movements. The male-dominated trade unions do not lend support
since they do not consider domestic work as work, nor do they view domestic workers
themselves in the same way that they view factory workers. The lack of support from
the women's movement stems from the fact that since most domestic workers are
employed by women, a situation is created whereby one woman's freedom is based upon
another woman's oppression.
In countries such as Peru, where domestic workers are beginning to organize, major
is·sues are:

.

-Racism and the right to reclaim one's cultural values, identity and mother tongue
-Being faced with class-oriented governments and male-biased trade unions
-The right to organize as workers
-Exploitation of women by women and the inconsistencies in which even conscious
feminists find themselves .

The distinct problems confronting migrant women workers is ga1n1ng visibility at both
the national and the international level as their numbers continue to multiply.
Whether a migrant worker is an undocumented Mexican woman farmworker in the United
States, a Thai woman who travels to work in a Japanese multinational only to find
herself sold into sexual slavery, or a rural South African woman who migrates to the
city seeking domestic work, with few exceptions, she has few places to turn to for
advice, assistance or solidarity. The migrant woman worker's isolation from trade
union structures, from other migrant populations, and frequently from her own family,
is a major factor in an employer's ability to maintain her as inexpensive, exploitable labour. While there are no easy answers, one of the primary reco!Tll1endations
emerging from a panel on migrant women held at the NGO Forum in Nairobi, July 1985
was:
"(There is an urgent) need to guarantee conditions that will enable women to
organize and work in labour and migrant organizations and still protect their
special characteristics as women. Linked to this is the need to lay the basis
for national, regional and international movements of solidarity with groups
of women migrants, both legal and illegal."
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Between 85% and 90% of those employed
in Export Processing Zones (EPZs)
throughout the world are women.
Women's employment in the EPZ s is the
fastest growing sector of employment in
the world at the moment.
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At the beginning of the 1980's, young
women accounted for 88% of EPZ employment in Sri Lanka, 85% in Malaysia, 75%
in the Republic of Korea, and 74% in
the Philippines.
adapted f rom Healt h Haza rds i n El ec t ro ni cs

Export Processing Zones (EPZs) are special industrial areas for multinational
corporations that are created by governments eager for foreign investment and
industrial expansion. There are many more women workers than men workers in the
EPZs of Third World countries. EPZs therefore offer a clear view of institutionalized sex discrimination coupled with a very distorted "modernization" process.
Transnational corporations-usually working in the electronics or garment industries-tend to employ young, unmarried women from rural areas, without prior
work experience. These women wi 11 work for low wages, and do not cost the
employer money for maternity benefits or childcare provisions. In addition, the
women do not have any experience in organizing or trade union activities. Given
all these considerations, it is easy to see how vulnerable they are to physical
and sexual exploitation, as well as to daily exposure to a variety of health
hazards. States one Filipina microtech worker: "I was quite healthy ... when I
first came to this factory of. semi-conductors ... Now I have weak lunqs poor
eyesight and my health has given me headaches, dizziness nausea--thanks to the
technology of the electronics industry."
'
Organizing efforts to redress these problems are particularly difficult since
~mployers use the threat of shifting production to another, more profitable site
in order to push work~rs to ac~ep~ low pay and unhealthy conditi ons and to prevent unionizing. Despite the difficulties inherent in organi z ing it is important to note:
'
''.Wherev~r women are employe~ in great numbers in transnational
industr!e~ such ~s el~ct:o~ics, .•• there is potential for them
to p~rticipa~e with s1gnifican~ force and leadership in national
and !n~ernational labour campaigns for fair and h~althy working
conditions, and f_or the eradication of policies which take
advantage of or reinforce the sexual division of labour."
from Health Hazards in Electronics
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minimum wage
wage increases

better working hours including overtime and vacations
productivity schedules
firing and hiring procedures
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job security and promotion policies
•

I

worker protection and eliminating health hazards
grievance procedures
advanced training provisions
control over the extent and implementation of automatio
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T~ADE UNIONI:
The Summer Institute is a week-long conference designed to help more women get
involved in union activities and assume leadership roles.
It provides union
women with an opportunity to meet and talk to. unionists from a v_ariety of
unions cities states and occupations. In an informal and supportive atmosphere,' union s'isters c'an exchange experiences, reinforce old skills and learn
new ones.
Some of the workshops offered during the July-August 1985 Summmer Institute
included:

1

Grievance Handling: Investigating, preparing and processing a grievance, analyzing and comparing contractual differences, and alternative grievance handling
techniques.

z

Preparing to Negotiate for Childcare: How to set up on-site child-care; choosing the best childcare; designing and circulating a union childcare newsletter
for networking.

3

The Union Newsletter: How to put together a local newspaper; leaflet; writing;
layout; production techniques.

4

Radio/Audio Production: Learn how to write, edit, record and produce radio
progranmes; how to conmunicate your union's message over the air waves· learn
interviewing skills; format design; hands-on production techniques.
'

s

Public Speaking: Learn and practice basic public speaking skills; how to cope
with nervousness; how to introduce speakers; how to convince an audience to
respond to your issues.

6
7

Legal issues for Working Women: Basic worker rights; employment discrimination;
duty of fair representation and pay equity.

8

The Collective Bargaining Process: Focus on "nuts & bolts" skills and strategies for collective bargaining; how to have an impact on union demands.

,

Union Response to New Technology: How the union can . prepare for the future of
work.

Creative politicizing: Understanding the political process and how you and your
fellow trade unionists can influence government.

The Sunmer Institute for Union Women is
Education Association (UCLEA) the Unive ~~onsred by the University and College Labor
Studies Program, with the ~ooperation rs; Ytho Massachu sett s ' _Labor Center and Women' s
0
Coalition of Labor Union Women (CLUW).
e AFL-CIO Education Department, and the
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"We are so happy because our union tries. They've
helped us to get maternity rights. They've made
them buy tea for us to drink at work. They've
made them buy hot p1ates and kett 1es. Before the
union was in, there was no table, no chairs, no
changing rooms. Now we've got all these things.

s
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"It's hard for us night workers to go to union
meetings. But we enjoy them, because this uni on
helps us with many things -even if a person's
dismissed!
"Once, we had a superintendent at our place. When
she heard that I was a unionist and a shop steward
she dismissed me. When I talked to them in the
office they said they wouldn't discharge me. But
they wanted me to work in another building.
"When I thought about it, I thought that they
wanted to get me out because they thought I would
make the other workers interested in the union. So
I didn't agree to move. But I did ask for a good
reason why the superintendent didn't want me
there.
"I went to my union and told them the story. And
they made a meeting with my boss, and he agreed
that I should have my job back. When the superintendent heard I was back, she decided to go. She
used to say, 'I hate a black person because a
b 1ack person has k il 1ed my father.'
Rude words
1ike that.
"So when she learnt that I was in the union, she
realized that all this was going to stop. She knew
she'd be out, that's why she wanted me out.

;;

"You know, we like our union.

It makes us brave."

Nomvula, a cleaner. From Working Women:
Portrait of South Africa's Black Women
Workers.
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WOMEN WOJKERi ...
W& aRS. aT TH& F0R£:fR0nT
Or TH& STRTJGGl.S
The World Labour Report states that worldwide, more women than ever are becoming
members of trade unions, parliaments and grass-roots organizations.
The National Bureau of Economic Research {USA) recently analysed 200 election
results in campaigns for unionization, and concluded that women now seem more
interested in unionization than men. Unions won half of the campaigns in which
women made up 75% or more of the work force, but only 40% of those where less
than half the workers were women •

•
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On November 28, 1984, Leticia Celestino, a food worker
in the Philippines, was killed when two security guards
fired into a picket line of striking workers.
At the Polytex garment factory in Sri Lanka, where 99%
of the labour force is women, management began a campaign to break the union following a successful strike .
The collective agreement was violated 1000 new and
.
' on a newlyunorganized
women were recruited to work
ins~ated shift, workers were warned by loud speakers of
actions taken against members of a branch trade union
and it became illegal for workers to possess union
lierature •
Union organizers in Thailand allege that management or
factory owners resort to hiring "goons" to rape and
maul w~men workers, especially if they are union mem~e~s~ in order: to intimidate and dissuade women from
Joining the union.
I 11 the unorganized sector in India, there is nothing
t~ stop an employer from throwing a worker out when he
di~covers or even suspects that she is trying to form a
union. If the workforce becomes unionized employers
prefer t? close down their operations rathe~ than face
an organized group of workers.

Mulherio (Jan/Feb 1986) reports that Maria Aparecida Rodrigues de Miranda,
Brazilian agricultural union leader from Unai, Norte de Minas, Brazil, is presently under threat of death along with other union leaders in the region. This
sort of violence has become an everyday occurrence for rural women in Brazil,
ever since the "economic miracle" of the 196Os. Tensions and armed violence
arose when huge state-sponsored agricultural projects began to threaten the
livelihood and holdings of peasants and rural workers. One hundred and sixty
rural workers were reported killed in 1985.

"Whether or not we can, we must arise. We
can't fall back just because we are women, or
mothers of families. No woman stands alone;
we are many, we are able. Since we live mixed
in with the wealthy members of society, we
are told that woman is worthless; they try to
make us believe that we are only good for
cooking and taking care of children, period.
This is untrue, companeras. We ought to participate even better than the men."
Union leader, Domestic
Union. Cuzco, Peru

Workers'

" ••. when we are in meetings, the women are more
outspoken than men. And with the strikes, you find
that the people who've actually worked very hard
to see that the strike comes into being--it's the
women. And for the strike to be a success--it's
the women. And when it's negotiated and it's time
to go back to work, or whatever--the people who
opt for it are the women. Women are at the forefront of everything--and the men cooperate."
Emma Mashinini, General Secretary of the
CCAWUSA, S.Africa.
"Once women are educated on an issue, understand it and decide to take action on
it, they will go ahead and do it. Women are usually at the forefront of any
strike. They don't fear no guns, no bullets. They have decided that there is a
need for change whatever the costs •.• I can see women causing a complete change
in the labour movement when they take up leadership positions."

~

Kathini Maloba, General Secretary of the Pan African Women Trade Unions
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· t anc e from male co-workers and union
Working women meet with prejudices and res1s
members, who in many cases are also their husbands, fathers and brothers.
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"Women are divisive •.. they interrupt real
union business with issues like maternity
leave, childcare or sexual harassment .•. and
they insist on linking private matters such
as wife-beating, housework or the need
for community infrastucture with union
struggles •.. "

Union organizers frequently complain about "low female interest and participation." The fact is, that ALL THINGS BEING EQUAL, women would probably be every
bit as active in union activities as men. But ALL THINGS ARE FAR FROM BEING
EQUAL.
THE FACTS ARE:
To add trade union work to a woman's already exhausting "double day" is
virtually impossible for most women, unless unions provide childcare facilities and schedule meetings at a time when women can attend.
Men monopolize top union posts. This usually means a very hierarchical topdown leadership style that many women do not identify with.
Trade unions are almost
called "women's issues",
equal pay for equal work,
seldom, if ever, taken up

exclusively male-oriented. This means that sothat is, claims made by women for such things as
maternity benefits and childcare facilities
are
by the union.
•

--------------za-----------~

PRUUPIC:&i us. IllC.ORPORaTaP
rnTO In~TlTUTJonaL ~TRtJC:TVRS.S
A Japanese trade union was recently sued for contempt against its women members.
Some years ago, the women workers of the company proposed to establish their own
trade union to counterbalance the male-dominated one. The male trade union
assailed the women as "little women", and "ugly women" in their publication in
1983. Four of the women took the union to court. The court ruled that the trade
union was guilty of contempt and had to pay the women 1,200,000 yen as punishment.
Moreover, the union had to apologize to the women workers in the
newspaper.
Wen Wei Po, Dec.5, 1985.
Brazil's rural unions have mounted a campaign to
prevent women from becoming part of the membership
with an equal right to "speak and vote." The top
brass of certain local unions, with the support of
the male membership, deliberately flew in the face
of a directive from the Regional Delegation of the
Federation of Agricultural Workers of the State of
Paraiba, supporting the unionization of the women.
They have even resorted to threats against the single women, saying that those who join the union
wi 11 lose the right to marry.
The women of the state have countered this campaign
in a variety of ways. They have !;ought the formal
support of other branches of the union in their denunciation of the local unions' tactics to exclude
them. They have protested the discrimination before
community meetings, church services, and resistance
groups organized around land ownership disputes.
Finally, they have managed to have their dispute
with the uni on pl aced on the agenda of the State
Congress of the Paraibana Woman.

WOMEN
~TRIKE

BAeK

From Mulherio, Ano VI, No.24, Jan/Feb. 1986
r

A Peking trade union recently called upon women members to give up their jobs
and take up their domestic duties so as to ease unemployment problems for men.
The union was pressing for double pay for those men whose wives and sisters
stayed home. The women refused. Nine out of ten women surveyed by the Chinese
Women's Confederation objected to this call. Said one representative, "This is
entirely a feudal idea. They still think that women are subordinate to men and
cannot work competently."
Beijing Review, Feb. 3, 1985

._------------t~--------------l
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BECAUSE THE NUMBER OF WOMEN ENTERING THE WORKFORCE IS INCREASING, THE FACE OF
THE WORKING CLASS IS CHANGING ...
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THE ISSUES ARE CHANGING TOO, BUT THE LABOUR MOVEMENT IS SLOW TO ASK NEW QUESTIONS

What does it mean when
the majority of women
take on waged labour in
addition to domestic
duties, because they
have to?

What does it mean when
Third World women are
no l anger considered
"unemployable" but "unemployed" or "underemployed"?

Who wins when the new
unorganized workers who
join the workforce remain unorganized?

UNIONS SEEM TO HAVE FORGOTTEN THAT MANAGEMENT'S STRATEGY IS ALWAYS TO PLAY
WORKERS OFF AGAINST EACH OTHER...
-Unless women's concerns are integrated into the uni on agenda and affect union
structures, the trade union movement will be irrelevant to a growing sector of
the workforce.

u
t

"Let no-one convince you that organizing women will create problems and divisions inside the union. The more responsive that unions are to women, the more
women become active and the stronger the union will be."

OSi
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Linda Briskin, OPSEU (Canada), Strong Women, Strong Unions
When the labour movement stops short of organizing women minorities and migrant
workers, it becomes part of a system which oppresses the~.
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WO MEN e,TaADE UNIONS:
WHAT TO .DO
DO WE NEED NEW ORGANIZATIONS
IN ORDER FOR WOMEN TO BE
EFFECTIVELY REPRESENTED?

CAN THE TRADE UNIONS BE CHANGED
FROM WITHIN IN RESPONSE TO THE
CHALLENGES POSED BY WOMEN
WORKERS?

... What changes need to be made in trade union organizational structures, procedures and
policies to make it easier for women to participate at all levels?
~

What training programmes do women workers need in order to gain more leadership roles
within the trade unions?

at' Can

the union's labour and political struggles be expanded to incorporate a struggle
against gender oppression?

. . What strategies and prograrrmes can be developed to sensitize trade union men to the
needs and potential contributions of women trade unionists?
. . What can be done to link women trade unionists in different situations, i.e., rural
women's unions and urban women's unions; women trade unionists in diverse industries and women trade unionists in different countries?
. . . How can stronger linkages between women trade unionists and women's organizations be
created around issues of mutual concern?
. . How can the most disadvantaged women workers, i.e., domestic workers, migrant workers,
women who cannot read or write, etc., be supported in their organizing efforts?

TWO PE'RSPEC'ilVES
ON T++E
WORKING FROM OUTSIDE: "It
seems that there are more advantages in developing alternative
women worker's groups than integrating more women workers into trade
unions •.. a developing momentum together with the flexibility in
structure and openness in ideology
of women workers' groups are favourable conditions to further and
extended forms of organization."

WORKING FROM WITHIN: "Our
aim is to get women's trade
unions integrated because I don't
preach at any time a women's union
organization. (Our objective) is to
motivate women to understand the
labour movement and take up offices
and leadership positions in the
unions ••• I don't agree with having
women's organizations separated.
The reason is that if we keep women
separated and never integrate in
the mainstream movement, we will
always be kept aside."

Shun Hing, Hong Kong, Grass
roots organizer and member of the
Association for the Advancement of
Feminism

Kathini Meloba, General Secretary,
Pan African Women Trade Unions

2.r

WOMEN e,TaADE UNIONS:
PUZZLING OUT THE FUTU~E
The issues that men and women within trade unions are addressing intersect at a
variety of points. Can these issues, like pieces of a puzzle, be joined together
to build a trade union movement that represents ALL workers?
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A- ieADe UNION
MOVEMENT TH-AT
~E.PR.ESENrs
ALL WOR.K.ERS

unions look to 'non-union'
sources of support for their demands
- such as United Nations bodies, nongovernmental organizations, etc.- in
an effort to broaden their reach ...
... and will they include those
governmental and non-governmental
organizations that have been active
in securing the rights of women
workers in their efforts to elicit
more broadbased support?
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"Do trade union policies correspond to my special needs
as a woman with double responsibilities at work and at
home, and to my need to obtain protective legislation for
maternity and social benefits?"
"Have trade unions been responsible for the improvement
in my employment opportunities, equal pay, flexible hours
and childcare facilities?"
"Are trade unions actively encouraging women's membership
and participation?"
Questions adapted from booklet published by International
Federation of Plantation, Agricultural and Allied Workers
{IFPAAW), as mentioned in Women at Work, No.1, 1983 (ILO)

@ Training for le.ad ~rs hip :
In the Caribbean, a three-year project at the Trade Union
Education Institute, University of the West Indies ExtraMural Department, had as its aim, "The equipping of women
for the task of trade union leadership." Known as the
Project for the Development of Caribbean Women in Trade
Unions, it addressed issues that have kept women trade
unionists out of leadership roles. A 1979 study had found
that: "Although women have always been very active in the
movement in most Caribbean countries, executive positions
are still held largely by men."
The Project focused on management, organizational and
planning skills as well as on the need to educate men and
women unionists about women's issues and concerns.
Adapted from "Caribbean Women and the Trade Union
Movement" by Barbara Glouton in Concerning Women
and Development.
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The establishment of women's conmittees within the union
gives women the opportunity to dis~uss the~r issues and
assert their rights, to learn public speaking and other
skills, and to become educated in union issues.
"We decided to get women from all of the unions in the
country and the continent to have women's co11111ittees
within their labour unions. The very first objectives of
these conmittees was to get as many women as possible
into the unions so that they could have the opportunity
of getting themselves educated about their rights in the
workplace. Then they would know when to say no and what
to ask for •.• The committee that we have is to motivate
women to understand the labour movement as a whole and
take up offices and leadership positions in the union."
-Kathini Maloba, General Secretary of the Pan African
Women Trade Uni-0ns, in ISIS Women's Journal No.4, 1985

ER
On October 5,
1985, women workers
in Lima, Peru, met at the
Catholic University to discuss their
situation. The meeting was a follow-up to the Fifth Workshop on Training for Women Workers, held in July,
1985. Some of the concerns voiced included: The arbitrary nature of workplace relations; the double oppression of being both women and workers;
the problems of street violence
and sexual harassment. Viva
Ano 2, No.5, 1985. __ ,
Lima, Peru.

QGV
n International
Women's Day, 1986,
women trade unionists in
Uruguay held their First
Meeting of Women Workers of
PIT-CNT. Their efforts resulted in two women's commissions
being formed at the federation level and in the Congress of Textile Workers. Mujer, Ano 1,
No.6 , 1986
Uruguay.
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® Establishing

Cutt Own Unions=

When the clerical and technical workers of the University of
Rhode Island (USA) saw their union disregard their demands
in the collective agreement negotiations, they decided to
disaffiliate from the large state workers' union and to form
their own autonomous union. They negotiated their first successful contract after a one-day strike.
-Radical America, Nov-Dec. 1980

In the Philippines, the Kilusan Manggagawang
Kababaihan (KMK)-Women Workers' Movement- was
formed in February, 1985. Cleofe Zapanta,
Secretary-General of the KMK described the
organization in this way: "The KMK is a mass
organization of unionized workers in the
manufacturing, service, transportation and
industrial sectors. It is all women workers
from different industries. Although the trade
unions are responding to the general demands
of the workers, specific women's issues are
not being covered ... The KMK is responsible
for tackling specific women's issues like
maternity benefits and sexual harassment. It
took us time (to get organized) because we
had to conv i nee the trade uni on i sts themsel,es." O"twdte
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In Zimbabwe, trade union literacy groups have as an invaluable study aid a book
called Zimbabwean Women in Industry, by P. Made and B. Lagerstrom. With photographs and a large-print format, it presents the situation of women workers in
Zimbabwe today.
- Social Change and Development, No.11, 1985
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- In Uganda, the women's wing of the National Union of Plantation and Agricultural
Workers has formed a drama group in order to stage educational plays about
topics such as childcare, hygiene and family planning. They are also planning
educational and literacy campaigns for women plantation workers who are not
reached by Community Development Prograrrmes.
~In South Africa, black women workers have set up their own classes so that they
can learn to read and write in the language of their own rural area, in addition
to English as a common language.
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"It took more than three decades, several
international decisions, many resolutions
and standards to recognize that maternity
is a "social function" and not a handicap
in employment, a privilege for which work; ng women should not be punished on an
individual basis. This principle is the
basis for introducing protective measures,
policies and legislation in a large number
of countries. Still the available information based on national sources indicates
that marital status and maternity frequently act as obstacles in employment opportunities and have an adverse impact on the
income of the working mother ••. "
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Editorial from Women at Work, No.2, 1984
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PARTl,IPATORV
:
UNION

DEMOCRACY

- Lobb 11V'\9 fo'<' l~j'I s( cl+1on ...... .
"The more control we can exercise as individuals in the union and in the workplace, the more we feel our own ability to have impact on the world around us
and the more energy we have to organize. Participatory democracy al lows us to
harness the enormous power we have when we act together."
Linda Baskin, OPSEN (Canada) in "How to Effect Change in the Unions'1,
from Strong Women, Strong Unions.

01'GANIZING •••
When the labour movement stops short of organ1z1ng women, minorities and migrant
workers, it becomes part of a system which oppresses them.
As long as we women remain unqrganized, our employers will be free to extract
our labour, to make their profits and then discard us in order to avoid paying
the higher wages that come with seniority and experience. As long as we remain
unorganized, we will be the bootstraps by which the governments of developing
countries try to pull themselves out of poverty. Unorganized, we will continue
to be the final bargaining chip of union bureaucracies to avoid the militancy
that it would take to be organized with us, while saving the jobs of higher paid
workers.
Unless we organize ourselves, our desperate need for jobs will always be used
against us.

wa ARt ORGAtllZinG OURS etY&S
@

A.-:a Pomf.stic.. Workf.l""~:

Despite the terrible isolation that faces
most domestic servants, a group of women went
on strike in Pune, India in 1980, protesting
low wages and lack of sick- leave benefits.
The matter came to a head when two sisters
had their salaries cut when they became ill.
Along with two other servants, the women went
out onto the streets and began meeting with
other maids. Within an hour, 150 domestic
workers had joined the strike.
With the help of a union organizer, the women
formed the Pune Shahan Molkarin San hatana,
(the Pune City Maid ervants' Union. Employer attempts to hire new women to replace the
new union members were blocked by worker
solidarity, and women who were approached
with job offers refused to accept the low
wages offered.
Amarja Pawar, The Pune Domestic Servants'
Revolt: Background and Causes.

As iar+-Timf-- WorwkE-rs:
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Part-time work in Japan does not necessarily mean fewer hours at work.
It usually means women workers who work for little pay, no benefits,
and no job security. In addition, these workers are mostly denied
union protection.
When food-processing workers at the Tsuki Ma Company began organizing
a union, the part-time women were included for the first time, as
well as their demands for better pay and benefits. In September 1985,
when the company decided to relocate, the union went on strike. Workers had to endure the physical attacks of police-protected hoodlums
who violently removed factory-machinery workers. The public organized
a consumer boycott, and the case was finally handed over to a labour
arbitration court.

(f) As. informal Worke.\'".s:
18,000 women workers from the

informal work sector in Ahmedabad, India, formed a union
for themselves in 1972. Known
as the Self-Employed Women's
Association (SEWA), it considers itself as a trade union
for poor women workers who
want to save money through
their skill and physical labour. The women of SEWA have
established their own cooperatives and a bank. They have
a~so set up a Maternity Benefits Scheme and a Social Security Fund.

~8----------~

As Uns.mpl0yEd Worne.n:
Women in Turin, Italy formed the Committee for Unemployed Women in a
desperate c1ttempt to struggle for access to new jobs opening up at
the Fiat Motor Company. They made contact with the women wo r kers at
Fiat who were members of the union that had fought for the new openings, and were able to get their support.
from Second Class , Working Class

®
KABAYAN is the name of an organization
begun in 1978 by Fil ipina workers in
Italy around the issue of their exploi tation as women and as workers. Its purpose is "To promote, guarantee, defend
and safeguard the interests of Filipina
workers in Italy" and "to educate ourselves and others as to the underlying
causes
of
our
exploitation
and
oppression."
KABAYAN produces a newsletter in Tagalog, the Philippine national language ,
in an effort to help domestic workers
corrnnunicate with each other and so break
out of their isolation. KABAYAN is also
concerned with getting information to
the workers about the Italian labour
laws governing domestic work, health
insurance, pay, days off, holidays,
etc. , and about ways to obtain legal
documents and permits. Outreach to
other, non-Filipino workers is also seen
as very important. As one KABAYAN orgazer says: "We hope that the Italian
workers will try to understand our situation better •.. and that the unions and
worker organizations will help us to get
out of this precarious situation of
clandestine work and to fight, together
with Italian workers and other migrants,
to improve our working conditions."
from Angela del Rio, "Filipina
Domestic Workers in Italy", Isis
International Bulletin 10
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4 . T 0 MaK'c. LtnKS WITH
WO~Ka~ SUPPORT GR0OPB
NEEDED: A Rapid Response Network
that really works to assist women
who seek strike support, research on
companies and contracts, channels
for publicity about human rights,
hea 1th standards or other contract
violations. Along the US-Mexico
border, maguiladora workers have
been involved in struggles which
require concrete solidarity for many
years.
Now the obreras and their
supporters from several border communities are beginning to meet together to form a network for mutual
and international support. Since
most of these companies are US-based

multinationals, it is especially important to find ways to mobilize
support among US workers and consumers and other concerned groups.
But it is also crucial to maintain
links with women workers facing
similar circumstances (sometimes
from the same company) in as many
different countries as possible.
This challenge is high on the priority list of the:
Women
and
Global
Corporations
Project, American Friends Service
Committee, 1501 Cherry Street,
Philadelphia, PA 19102, USA

HELP/
•
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ACilL FOt ~,LI DARITY
A ca 11 for so 1i dar i ty and support was sent to women's groups
around the world by the Corrrnittee for Asian Women (Hong Kong/
Singapore) and the Union for Civil Liberty (Bangkok) concerning
3000 women textile workers on strike at the "Thai Iryo Co. Ltd."
and "Thai Iryo Garments Co. Ltd." in Bangkok.
Both of these companies are Thai-Japanese joint ventures which
produce shirts, jackets and sweaters for both men and women under
several trade-names, including Londonfox, Puma and Adidas. The
annual production is about 370,000 dozen, and 100% is exported to
the USA, Canada, European countries, the Middle East and Japan.
There are 3,500 workers in the 2 factories, most of them women.

ff

The women are paid a pittance. They are forced to renew their
working contracts year by year, giving them no job security
and no compensation if dismissed. In addition, they cannot organize a labour union or demand better working conditions. To fight
these injustices means loss of their contract with the company.
On March 4th, 1986, the workers dee i ded to submit demands for
better wages, improved working conditions and permanent employment contracts to the employers. The demands resulted in the dismissal of 87 workers by the company. After a second round of
negotiations on March 17, the workers with drew a 11 the demands
except the one for permanent contracts. This was rejected by the
employers. Finally, 900 workers decided to strike on March 20,
1986. 2600 more workers joined the strike on March 23.
Send some words of support to:
Textile Garment and Leather Workers
Federation of Thailand,
441/39 Prachachuen Road, Bangsue, Dusit,
Bangkok 10800, Thailand.
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IN MS.XlCO CITY:
The hard work and solidarity of many women's groups were important factors which led
to the successful foundation of the national union of garment workers in Mexico City.
On September 19, 1985, a major earthquake toppled between 500 and 800 clothing assembly plants in Mexico City, leaving up to 1600 workers dead and 40,000 workers jobless, most of whom were women. With this tragedy, the exploitation of these workers
came to light: substandard plant safety, shifts beginning at 7 a.m. and lasting until
5.30 p.m., half-hour lunch breaks, the illegal employment of minors and harsh penalties for tardiness.
News of the garment workers' labour problems spread quickly. A coalition of diverse
women's groups banded together to lend their support. A 24-hour watch was set up to
see that none of the machinery was removed before the disputes with the women workers
were settled. The owners quickly agreed that back wages would be paid. For the women,
however, this was a moot point once they realized that they had a legal right to
severance pay, and once they began to consider their future.
On October 13, the Union of Textile Workers in the Struggle was born. The workers
were adamant that they wanted an independent union, unaffiliated with political parties or other trade unions. The new women leaders expressed their feeling that the
unions "never represented us; the only thing they have done is sell the collective
contracts, sign them behind the backs of the workers and maintain illegal relationships with the bosses."
Five days later, and almost a month after the earthquakes around 3 000 workers
marched on the capital and were received by the President 'of Mexico,' who granted
them legal recoghition of their union.
Fem, April/May 1986, Mexico.
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IN LIM.P,, PSRU
What began as a series of workshops for women workers, sponsored by
the feminist centre Flora Tristan, has had far-reaching effects.
Since the entire code of labour laws was due for debate and revision
in the Legislative Congress of Peru, the women decided to mount a campaign to have their demands incorporated into the new labour laws. A
list of demands was presented and approved at the CGTP's (General Confederation of Peruvian Workers) meeting of metropolitan women workers.
A delegation made up of workers and representatives from Flora Tristan
Centre then met with a number of senators and deputies to discuss the
possibility of sponsoring their program. The measure which received
the most support was the one which allows for a grievance procedure to
be instituted whereby a women worker can denounce cases of sexual
harassment in the Ministry of Labour.
As part of the campaign to support this measure, a video tape was made
about the problem of sexual harassment on the job, and it received
national coverage. Eventually, the measure was passed by the Congress.
This in turn led to the formation of a special secretariat in the CGTP
to educate women workers about the problem of sexual harassment and to
inform them of their legal rights. The video continues to be shown to
numerous union groups throughout the capital.
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UNION W.A.G.E, NEWSPAPER
PO Box 462
Berkeley, CA 94701 USA
Devoted to news of women's activities in
unions, and t o encouraging women trade
unionists to tak e greater responsibility and
leadership role s , to end male domination in
unions, and to promote c lass-conscious trade
unionism. Mos t ly US issues, hut with good
coverage of minority and migrant women
within the US labour movement. Occasionally,
international labour concerns al so receive
coverage. Annual subscription rates, $3.50
for individuals and $7. 50 for institutions.

ASIAN WOMEN WORKERS ' NEWSLETTER
c/o Corrmittee For Asian Women
57 Peking Road, SF
Kowloon HONG KONG
An excellent gu i de to women workers' issues
and activities in Asia. Annual subscription
rates, US$3 for individuals and groups in
Asia, and $US4 for elsewhere. Published 4
times a year.
INTERNATIONAL LABOUR REPORTS
300 Oxford Rd.
Manchester Ml3 9NS
UNITED KING DOM
Published by a workers' cooperative, ILR is
dedicated to building connections among
workers across national boundaries, especially between Third World workers and
workers in the developed countries. Women's
organizing is a major area for consistent
coverage.
Annual subscription rates, UK
.i:.13.50 for labour groups or individuals, and
UK£23.50 for institutions.
Published bimonthly.

OTHER PUBLICATIONS
OUR JOBS OUR HEALTH--A WOMAN'S GUIDE TO
OCCUP~ALHEALTH AND SAFETY, published oy
Boston Women's Health Book Collective and
the Massachusetts Coalition for Occupational
Safety and Health, Women's Committee, 1983.
Written by and for women, this booklet
focusses on the health and safety needs of
women workers, including basic information
about toxic chemicals, stress, job design,
cancer and hazards control. There is also a
section on reproductive issues for both men
and women. The booklet is available from
MassCOSH, 718 Huntington Ave., Boston, MA
02115, USA.
HEAL TH HAZARDS IN ELECTRON I CS--A HANDBOOK,
published in f985 by the Asia Monitor
Resource Center. Provides quick reference,
action-oriented
information
on
health
hazards and their control in the electronics
industry. It includes a chemical list which
identifies several hundred chemical compounds used in electronics manufacturing
with details on the use, health hazards, and
emergency controls; also a company list with
a country-by-country list of local subsidiaries of foreign-based
electronics
transnational corporations.
Available for
US$10 plus postage from Asia Monitor
Resource Centre, 444-46 Nathan Rd., 8-8,
Kowloon, HONG KONG.
"Consolidated List of Products Whose
Consumption and/or Sale Have Been Banned,
Withdrawn, Severely Restricted or Not
Approved by Governments." Available free of
charge from Mr. Luis Gomez, Ass't Secretary
General, UN-DIESA-PPCO, DC2, 18th Floor, New
York, NY 10017, USA.
OUR RIGHTFUL SHARE, published in 1984 bv the
Christian Conference of Asia-Urban Rural
Mission. An illustrated compilation of labour legislation pertinent to women workers
in some Asian countries. Examines the effectiveness of the ILO conventions and expos·es the violation of these conventions
through manipulations of local labour legislation. Available for US$3.00 from CCA-URM,
57 Peking Road, 5/F, Kowloon, HONG KONG.

ORGANIZATION$ INVOLVED
ILO (International Labour Organization)
Office for Women Workers Questions
CH-1211 Geneva 22, SWITZERLAND

IRENE (Industrial Restructuring
Network Europe)
c/o COS, Korvelseweg 127
5025 JC Tilburg, NETHERLANDS

The ILO is the UN organization concerned
with setting, promoting and supervising
international work standards, and sponsoring
labour research, education activities and
technical cooperation. Its Office for Women
Workers deals with issues such as trade
unionism, legal questions, maternity laws,
occupational health and equal pay.

A network of European NGOs and trade
unionists that concentrates on the consequences of global industrial restructuring,
above all as it affects working people
throuqhout the world, particularly with the
rise of unemployment.

Publication: Women at Work/Femmes au Travail, in EnglishandFrench, annuaTsubscription rate (2 issues) 20 Swiss Francs.
WOMEN AND GLOBAL CORPORATIONS NETWORK
American Friends Service Committee
1501 Cherry St.
Philadelphia, PA 19102 USA
An international network of individuals and
groups involved in research, education, support and direct organizing related to global
industries where women are targeted as
workers or as consumers.
Publication: Women and Global Car orations,
annual subscriptionrate,US$4 4 issues .
Reports from 1979 conference, Women and Global Corporations: Work, Roles, and Resistance, available from WGCN: Proceedings,
US$4.50; Directory of Print and Audio-visual
Resources, US$3. 50 ;Study Packet of 24 Reprints and Articles Used As Resources, USR.
TUIREG (Trade Union International Research
and Education Group)
Ruskin College, Walton Street
Oxford, U. K.

Education

Publication: News From IRENE, annual
subscription rate, US$4-rTTssues).
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TIE (Transnational Information Exchange)
Paulus Potterstraat 20
1070 DA Amsterdam NETHERLANDS
Acts as an international forum for workers,
action groups, trade uni ans and researchers
concerned with the qrowth of transnat i ona 1
corporate power. Fees for affiliation, which
includes the right to attend the annual conference, are US$60 for national organizations
and
US$100
for
international
organizations. Groups with limited budgets
may pay US$30.
Publication: TIE Repor), annual subscription
rate US$15 ~ i ssues .
TIE Report 18/19
includes a very complete international
resource guide of organizations pursuing
similar goals.
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL/Urqent Action Network
1 Easton Street
·
London WClX 8DJ UNITED KINGDOM
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This international human rights network is
made up of people in more than 60 countries
who agree to be on cal 1 to send immediate
telegrams, telexes, and airmail letters on
behalf of pr i soners in urgent situations. In
cases where labour union activists have been
detained, AI can activate appeals from a
worldwide network of workers and labour
organizations. Anyone can contact AI with an
Urgent Action Appeal.

A research and education-oriented group
which considers ways in which international
issues can be incorporated into the
"traditional" areas of workers' education.
Areas of action identified at a conference
held in January 1985, "Internationalism: The
Poor Relation of Workers' Education," were
1) materials and methods, and 2) the need
for working weekend retreats for labour
educators. TUIREG also proc1uces educational
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Bel~w is a li~t of ~urrently available IWTC materials. All are free to women in deve- ..........__
loping countries .. wit~ the exception of those marked with an asterisk (*). Orders
~
from all other countries must be accompanied by pre-payment. See prices below.

TITLE-:
A/ Th: Tribun: (qu~rterly publication, directed primarily toward Third World women,
Sub which provides information on women's issues, projects and resources. In English, Spanish and French).
Individual issues (1976 - 1986) ................................................ $ 2.00
One-year subscription (North America) .......................................... $ 8.00
One-year subscription (Europe/Australia/New Zealand) ........................... $12.00
*Bl. Developing Strategies for the Future: Feminist Perspective, 1980 .•............. $ 4.00
*B2. Internatio~al Feminism: Networking Against Female Sexual Slavery, 1984

$ 6.00

*B4. Women Takino Hold of Technology, (bound volume of IWTC newsletters illustrating women's efforts to increase access to technology), 1984 .............

\ 6.00

BS. Women Organizino, (bound volume of IWTC newsletters on women's efforts to
form organizations, structures and campaigns), 1984 .........•.................. $ 6.00
B6. Women Using Media for Social Change, (bound volume of IWTC newsletters on
women's use of media, and listing of women's periodicals worldwide), 1984......

$

87. Women and Small Business (collection of IWTC newsletters related to women's experience with credit and enterprise development. In English and Spanish), 1986.

\ 6.00

C2. Clip Art: Rural Women in Action, (collection of line drawings of women
from different countries engaged in work-related activities), 1984 .............

$ 3.50

C3. Clip Art: Feminist Logos and Symbols, (collection of feminist symbols
culled from women's publications from around the world), 1984 ..................

$ 3.50

01. Caribbean Resource Kit, (a guide to women's projects, activities and
resources in the English-speaking Caribbean), 1982 .............................

$ 8.00

6.00

*E4. The Issue is Women, (slide-tape set that introduces issues of women in
developing countries to women in the United States), 1982 ...................... $40.00
*ES. Images of the Decade (slide-tape that provides a panoramic view, in 131 slides
of women at the Decade meetings in Mexico, Copenhagen and Nairobi), 1985 .......

$70.00

*E6. Forum '85: Women Celebrate the Decade (slide-tape that provides images
and issues of the 9-day world women's meeting in Nairobi, July 1985), 1985

\50.00

*E7. Women and Technology: If It's Not Appropriate for Women, It's Not
Appropriate, (slide-tape presentino issu:s and experie~ces of women
trying to gain greater access to appropriate technologies), 1986................

$50.00

G6. Decade P9stdate, (8-page summa ry of events at and follow-up to the end of
Decade meetings in Nairobi, July 1985), 1985 ...........•................ • •·····

$ 1.25

Decade for Women Information Resources (IR) Series :
H2. !Rll _ A Partially Annotated Bibliog~aphy of Documentation Related ~o t~e
World Conference to Review ~ r a i s e the UN Decade for Women, Nairobi,
Kenya, July 15 - 26 ,~(1984, 22pp) .•.......................................

$ 2.00

H3. IRl2 _ A List of Women's Periodicals from Africa, Asia, the Caribbean,
Europe, North America and the South Pacific .. (l984, 32pp) .............. , .......

$ 2.00
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H4. IRl3 - An Annotated Bibliography of Special Issues ?f Periodical~ Published to Coincide with the World Conference to Review and A raise the
ecade or Women and the NG Forum,
984, 34pp ..... • • • • • • • • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · $ 2 .00
HS. IR#4 - Forum '85 Activities List, a directory of groups and individuals
who organized activities at Forum '85. (1985, 72pp) ....... •···· • • • •· •·· · · •··· ·· • $ 4.00
H6. IRIS - Imaqes of Nairobi: Reflections and Follow-U , an illustrated quide
to 18 Decade themes and many Nairobi events. In Eng and Spa n/1986, 60pp) .......

$

3.00

H7. IR#6 - Women Write About Nairobi listinq of hundreds of articles that have
been written about the Nairobi ~eetings· from July 1985 to present. (1986, 56pp)

$

3.00

J3. Centres de Mujeres/Espacios de Mujeres (in Spanish, an annotated guide
to more than lOO women's centres throughout Latin America), 1986 •...•.. •· ·····

$

8.00

Kl. Mi Proyecto : Como Financiarlo, (in Spanish, a step-by-step manual on
raising funds for women's projects), 1984 ......................... • •······· • •··

$12.00

R3. Postcards on women's issues, 1985/86 (see below).......... ....

.30/each or 4 for $ 1.00

R4. Posters on women's issues, 1985/86 (see below) ............................... ..
*RS. The Tech and Tools Book: A Guide to Technolo ies Women Are Usin Worldwide, an illustrated resource to more than 60 agricultural, energy, food
processing, communications, health and income-generating technologies), 1986
R6. The Tech and Tools Report, (description of technologies, events and
addresses of participants at Tech & Tools, the A.T. event at Forum '85), 1985 •.
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